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Fwd: DISMISS the Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary
1 message

Staci Roberts <staci.roberts@lacity.org>
To: Carolina Peters <carolina.peters@lacity.org>

Tue Jun 13, 2017 at 9:55 AM

---------Forwarded message----------
From: Alissa Wood <webmaster@lazco.org>
Date: Sat, Jun 10 2017 at 11:04 AM
Subject: DISMISS the Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.pnce@lacity.org, 
counciimember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.C-PS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on Dehalf of.

Alissa Wood 
26 Apache Creek Road 
Santa Fe New Mexico 87505 
5055010410
swirlingriver@hotmail.com

Dear Los Angelos City Council Ads, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian eiephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home In fact, it's the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America ana benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality healtn care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos ard Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with thei- caregivers ard other elephants. Billy’s 
careg;vers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L A. Zoo if Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctua-y 
wou'd keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land ana financial resources, no matter their size They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving an'mals from 
extinction.

At the L.A Zoo Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. Ho is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the theusanos of soecies, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction

l am suDmitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy's future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to aoprove the moiion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy aeserves the oest 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants desen/e a future.

Sincerely,

Alissa Wood
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This e-mail was sent from a contact form on Los Angeles Zoo ana Botanical Gardens (http://www.lazoo.org)
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Fwd: DISMISS the Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary
1 message

Staci Roberts <staci.roberis@lacity.org>
To: Carolina Peters <carolina peters@lacity org>

Tue, Jun 13, 2017 at 9.56 AM

---------Forwarded message----------
From: niarg taylor <webmaster@!azoc.org>
Date: Vlon, Jun 12, 2017 at 4.09 PM
Subject' DISMISS the Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary
To: paui.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.pnce@lacity.org, 
counci1member.biumenfield@tecity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity org

Sent by tne Los Angeles Zoo on benalf of:

marg taylor

Strawberry, Arkansas 72469
3043004641
marg0042@yahoo.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council mot.on #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elepnant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home in fact, ir s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L A Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (A7A), as well as these of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo fa' surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with thei'caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broKen. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not nave an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals Pom 
extinction

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1 8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction

I am submitting this letter because I care aeeply about Billy's future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future

Sincerely

marg taylor
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Fwd: DISMISS the Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary
1 message

Staci Roberts <staci.roberts@lacity,org>
To: Carolina Peters <carolina.peters@lacity.org>

Tue, Jun 13, 2017 at 9:56 AM

--------- Forwarded message----------
From: Vickie Silao <webmaster@lazoo.org>
Date: Fri, Jun 9, 2017 at 6:38 PM
Subject. DISMISS the Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.price@lacity.org, 
councilrnember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, EricVilianueva@iacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Vickie Silao

, California
310-375-1503
vickie.siiao@gmail.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L A City Council motion #17-0453 
that wouid send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s norre. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant haoitats in North America and benefits 'rom tremendous resources, a 
decicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregive's have known him for decades ana he receives the best care possible at tne L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, tne ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elepharts, since he is a bull and woula not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. Fie is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. Tne L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely,

Vickie Silao
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DISMISS the Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary
5 messages

Jacquie Ponder <webmaster@lazoo.org>
Reply-To: jacquieponder@aol.com 
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.price@lacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Sun, Jun 11, 2017 at 12:51 PM

Jacquie Ponder
1311 West 149th Street
Gardena, California 90247
3103232082
jacquieponder@aol.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely,

Jacquie Ponder

jacquieponder@aol.com

This e-mail was sent from a contact form on Los Angeles Zoo and Botanical Gardens (http://www.lazoo.org)
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Karen Crawford <webmaster@iazoo.org>
Reply-To: kgcpack@gmail.com
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@iacity.org, councilmember.price@lacity.org 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: ClerK.CPS@lacity.org, Eric Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Sun, Jun 11, 2017 at 6:09 PM

Karen Crawford
9436 Friendly Woods Ln
Whittier, California 90605
8058369168
kgcpack@gmaii.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home tnat he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the stanaards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy we re sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important memoer of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) ano his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people wno visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy'* future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elepnants deserve a future.

Sincerely,

Karen Crawford

kgcpack@gmaii.corn
[Quoted text hidden]

Danicla St Amour <webmaster@lazoo org>
Reply-To: sobepoki@gmail.com 
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarreli@lacity org, councilnember.pnce@lacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org. david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: CleK.Cc:3S@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of.

Sun, Jun 11.2017 at 12.44 PM

Danieia St Amour 
13709 Kagel Canyon Rd 
Syimar, California 91342
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7472007570
sobepoki@gmail.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy's 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely,

Daniela St Amour

sobepoki@gmail.com 
[Quoted text hidden]

Gwyneth Faulkner <webmaster@lazoo.org>
Reply-To: gwyneth@datagruven.com
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.pnce@lacity.org 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Sun, Jun 11, 2017 at 3:13 PM

Gwyneth Faulkner 
2766 Forbes Street 
Victoria, Washington v8r4c
7789778383
gwyneth@datagruven.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a
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dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

City or Los Angeles Mail DISMISS the Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a buli and woula not be allowed to mate.

Tne fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

Ai the L A Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species He is an important memoer of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely.

Gwyneth Faulkner

gwyneth@datagruven.com
[Quoted text hidden]

Elsa Valent-Croci <webmaster@lazoo.org>
Reply-To: elsavcp@yahoo.com
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.price@lacity.org 
counciimember.Dlumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sun, Jun 11, 2017 at 6:17 PM

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of.

Elsa Valent-Croci
333 East Hazel St Apt 3
Inglewood, California 90302
3104032780
elsavcp@yahoc.com

Dear Los Angeies City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo. I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian eleonant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it's the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Flephants ot Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos anc Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which ne woula receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elepnants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he rece.ves the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Furtner, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an
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accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

City of Los Ange.es Mail DISMISS tne Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary

At tne L.A. Zoo Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important memoer of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSF) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit tne Zoo annually The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely,

Elsa Valent-Croci

elsavcp@yahoo.com
[Quotec text hidden]
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rrc LAT - C6ecs Carolina Peters <carolina.peters@lacity.org>

DISMISS the Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary
10 messages

Sat, Jun 10, 2017 at 10:01 PMGilberto Garcia <webmaster@lazoo.org>
Reply-To: alexon.gg@hotmail.com 
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org cojncilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, cojncilmember.price@iacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc Clerk.CPS@lacity.org. Eric.Villanueva@iacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Gilberto Garcia 
3944 w 118 th pi 
Hawthorne, California 90250 
3102193166 
alexon.gg@hotmail com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L A City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy's home. In fact, it's the only home that he has ever known 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicateo staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S Deoartment of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional oonds with their caregivers and ctner elephants. Billy s 
caregivers have known him for oecades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If B;lly v/ere sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an Important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counteroarts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and Is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge ot extinction

I am suormtting this letter because I care deeply about Billy's future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motor, to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely,

Gilberto Garcia

alexon.gg@hotmail.com

This e-mail was sent from a contact form on Los Angeles Zoo and Botanical Gardens (http.//www.lazoo.org)
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Jason Ramirez <webrraster@lazoo.org>
Reply-To: ramirezjason341 @gmail.com
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.pr:ce@lacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Sat, Jun 10, 2017 at 1:48 PM

Jason Ramirez
7101 rugby ave #R
Huntington park, California 90255
3238344391
ramirezjason341@gmail.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy's home. In fact, it s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of tne best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture arid the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy's quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the tncusands of species, including wild Asian e.ephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future

Sincerely,

Jason Ramirez

ramirezjason341@gmail.com
(Quoted text hidden]

Mcrrilee Sawyer <webmaster@lazoo org>
Reply-To: merrilee3@aol.com
To: paul.koretz@lacity org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.pnce@lacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfiela@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Cierk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.ViNanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Sat, Jun 10, 2017 at 9:23 AM

Merrilee Sawyer

, California
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3110-371-3077
merrilee3@aol.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that wou'd send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats In North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of tne U.S. Department of 
Agriculture ana the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality ot care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are hignly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and otner elephants. Billy's 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broKen. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and wouid not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands o* species, including wild Asian eleohants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care aeeply about Billy's future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely,

Merrilee Sawyer

merrilee3@aol.com
[Quoted text hidden]

Bridgette Molina <wobmaster@!azoo org>
Reply-To: molinabridgette037@gmail.com
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.pnce@lacity.org 
coLncilmember blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Sat, Jun 10, 2017 at 1:47 PM

Bridgette Molina 
7101 rugby ave #R 
Huntington park, California 90255 
3238344409
molinabridgette037@gmail.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident ana a supportei of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a
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dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

City of Los Angeles Mail - DISMISS the Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. Fie is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely,

Bridgette Molina

molinabridgette037@gmail.com
[Quoted text hidden]

Katherine TorinA <webmaster@lazoo.org>
Reply-To: Katherine.kowal@gmail.com
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.price@lacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Sat, Jun 10, 2017 at 9:21 PM

Katherine TorinA

, California
3236407949
Katherine.kowal@gmail.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an
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accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA ana they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

City of Los Angeles Mail - DISMISS the Motion 10 Send Billy to a Sanctuary

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survwal Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because l care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely,

Katherine TorinA

Katherine.kowai@gmail.com
[Quoted text hidden]

Linda Shenk <webmaster@lazoo.org>
Reply-To' Iincat6@gmail.com
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarreli@lacity.org, councilmemoer.pnce@lacity.org 
councilmembe1' blumenfield@lacity.org, davia.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@;acity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of

Sat, Jun 10, 2017 at 9:43 PM

Linda Shenk
607 E Palm Avenue Apt A 
Burbank, California 91501
8187498797
Iincat6@grnail.com

Dear Los Angeies City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elepnant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are hignly 
intelligent and sociable animals and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy's 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At tne L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassadot foi his endangered species. He is an important memoer of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raisc-s awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.
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Sincerely,

Linda Shenk

Iincat6@gmail.ccm
[Quoted text hidden]

Eva Faure <webmaster@iazoo org>
Reply-To: efaure@sbcglobal.net
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity org, councilmember,pnce@lacity org 
councilmember.blumenfieic@lacity.org, davia.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc Clerk.CPS@;acity.org. Eric.Villanueva@:acity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Sat, Jun 10, 2017 at 3:50 PM

Eva Faure
2620 wold ten st
San Diego, California 92110
8586102733
efaure@sbcglobai net

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, ana River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo. I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy's home In fact, it's the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards ot the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife

BJly’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotiona! bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decaaes and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary the ties ne has witn his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Biliy is an ambassador for nis endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1 8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely

Eva Faure

efaure@sbcglobal.net 
[Quoted text hidden]

Sarah Johnson <webmaster@iazoo.org> Sat, Jun 10, 2017 at 8 49 AM
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Reply-To: beachbum44@hotmail.com 
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.price@lacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:
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Sarah Johnson

, California
6616453875
beachbum44@hotmail.com

Dear los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L A City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are net focused on cr committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of tne AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary/ Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely

Sarah Johnson

beachbum44@hotrnail.com
[Quoted text hidden]

Rocio Guerrero <webmaster@iazoo.org>
Reply-To: rociojguerrero@yahoo.com
To oaul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.price@lacity.org 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sat, Jun 10, 2017 at 9:59 AM

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Rocio Guerrero 
14420 Clymer Street 
Mission Hills, California 91345
8184380426
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rociojguerrero@yahoo.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it's the only home that he has ever known 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S, Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, ana they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers nave known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has witfn his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animais from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit tne Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sinceiely,

Rocio Guerrero

rociojguerrero@yahoo.com 
[Quoted text hidden]

Alissa Wood <webm*ster@laaoo org>
Reply-‘lo: swirlingriver@hotmail.com 
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, counc:lmember.ofarrell@;acity.org, councilmember,price@lacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, aavid.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Sat Jun 10, 2017 at 11:04 AM

Alissa Wood 
26 Apache Creek Roaa 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
5055010410
swiriingriver@hotmail.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resiaent ana a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only nome that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L A. Zoo and the space vastly
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exceeds the standards cf the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA) as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of F;sh & Wildlife.

City of Los Angeles Mail - DISMISS tne Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary

Billy s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is tnat sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elepnants deserve a future.

Sincerely

Alissa Wood

swirlingriver@hotmail.corn
[Quoted text hidden]
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V
LA Carolina Peters <carolina.peters@lacity.org>1 CEECS

DISMISS the Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary
6 messages

Ellen Vahan <webmaster@lazoo.org>
Reply-To ertvahan@aol.com
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.price@lacity.org 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Mon, Jun 12. 2017 at 3:58 PM

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Ellen Vahan
625 North Bundy Drive
Los Angeles, California 90049
3104763359
ertvahan@aol.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elepnant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s tne only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at tne L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elepnant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elep.nants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or commit'ed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered soecies. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million peoole who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy's future as well as that of endangered whd Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely,

Ellen Vahan

ertvahan@aol.com

This e-mail was sent from a contact form on Los Angeles Zoo and Botanical Gardens (http://www.lazoo.org)
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Dan Wolf <webmaster@lazoo.org>
Reply-To: thewolfdan@gm.aii com
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, counciimember.price@iacity.org 
councilmemDer.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Mon, Jun 12, 2017 at 8:26 PM

Dan Wolf

, California
323-377-7008
thewolfdan@gmail.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff ana top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy's quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, ana they form aeep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him tor decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. if Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They ao not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member ot the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because ! care deeply about Billy's future as well as that cf endangered wild Asian elephants 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely

Dan Wolf

thewolfdan@gmail.com
[Quoted text hidden]

Amanda Rodriguez <webmaster@iazoo.org>
Reply-To: amandahorn rodriguez@gmail.com 
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarreil@lacity.org, councilmember.pnce@lacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Mon, Jun 12, 2017 at 3:44 PM

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Amanda Rodriguez 
12212 Claretta St.
Lake View Terrace, California 91342
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8185689430
amandahom.rodriguez@gmail.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it's the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely,

Amanda Rodriguez

amandahorn.rodriguez@gmail.com
[Quoted text hidden]

Debra Baird <webmaster@lazoo.org>
Reply-To: 1mpressionsatsunrise@gmail.com 
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.price@lacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Mon, Jun 12, 2017 at 9:37 PM

Debra Baird 
636 E Harvard rd
#C
Burbank, California 91501
8188417426
1mpressionsatsunrise@grnail.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known.
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Billy lives m one ot the best and largest elephant habitats in Nortn America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is tne largest habitat at the L.A Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

City of Los Angeies Ma.l - DISMISS the Morion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary

Billy’s quality of care at tne L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are nighly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have Known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and follow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

Tne fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo Billy is an ambassador for nis endangered species. He is an important memoer ot the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely,

Debra Baird

1rnpressionsatsunrise@gmail.com
[Quoted text hidden]

Julie Hopkins <webmaster@lazoo.org>
Reply-To: juliedanse60@gmail.com
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, counc;lmember.price@lacity.org 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: ClerK.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.or'g

Mon, Jun 12, 2017 at 9:31 PM

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Julie Hopkins
6141 Afton Pi., Apt. 111
Los Angeles, California 90028
3234663909
ju!iedanse60@gmail.com

Dear Los Angeies City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of tne Los Angeies Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy tne Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of tne best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, arid they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would Keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.
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The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction

City of Los Angeies Mail DISMISS me Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary

At the L.A. Zoo Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wiid Asian elephants 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely.

Julie Hopxins

juliedanse60@gmail.ccm
[Quoted text hidden]

marg taylor <webmaster@lazoc.org>
Reply-To: margOOi2@yahoo.com 
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmemDer.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmemDer.price@lacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of-

Mon, Jun 12, 2017 at 4:09 PM

marg taylor

Strawberry, Arkansas 72469
3043004641
marg0042@yahoo.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks and River Committee Memoer,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L A City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.a. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of tne Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elepnants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have Known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions wouid be biOKen. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sarctuaries are limited in their land ana financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an 
accred'ting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Surv'val Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zco raises awareness about his wild counterpans to 
the nearly 18 million people who visit the Zoo annually The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction

I am submitting this letter because 1 care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best
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care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a futuie.

Sincerely

marg taylor

marg0042@yahoo.com
[Quoted text hidden]
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DOT

LA Carolina Peters <carolina.peters@lacity.org>
GEECS

DISMISS the Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary
4 messages

Caylor Rasner <webmaster@lazoo.org>
Reply-To: caylor_rasner@hotmail.com
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmember.price@lacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Fri, Jun 9, 2017 at 7:57 PM

Caylor Rasner
11734 Woodley ave
Granada hills, California 91344
8183684883
caylor_rasner@hotrnail.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it's the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has witn his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely,

Caylor Rasner

caylor_rasner@hotmail.com

This e-mail was sent from a contact form on Los Angeles Zoo and Botanical Gardens (http://www.lazoo.org)
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Mark Freeman <webmaster@lazoo.org>
Reoly-To: mark.freeman@me.com
To paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilrnember.ofarreli@lacity.org, counciimember.pnce@lacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@iacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behaif of:

Fri, Jun 9, 2017 at 4:40 PM

Mark Freeman

California
7143104615
mark.freeman@me.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the L.os Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia haoitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of tne best and largest elephant habitats iri North America and benefits from tremendous resouices, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. if Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be broken Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter theT size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A, Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1,8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The l.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species including wild Asian elephants, that are cn the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve s future.

Sincerely,

Mark Freeman

mark.freeman@me.com 
[Quoted text hidden]

Rocio Moreno <webmaster@lazoo org>
Reply-To: t_i_double_grrr73@yahoo.com
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarreil@lacity.org, councilmember.pnce@lacity.org 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity.org 
Cc Clerk.CPS@lacity org, Eric Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zoo on behalf of:

Fri, Jun 9, 2017 at 6:00 PM

Rocio Moreno 
2539 Palm PI
Huntington Park, California 90255
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3235831560
tJ_double_grrr73@yahoo.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and Kivor Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

Tne Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elepnant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociablo animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other eleQhants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be oroken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

Tne fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not have an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of tne AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP; and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1.8 million people who visit the zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting thus letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely.

Rocio Moreno

tJ_double_grrr73@yahoo.com
[Quoted text hidden]

Vickie Silao <webmaster@lazoo org>
Reply-To: vickie.silao@gmail.com
To: paul.Koretz@lacity.org, counc lmember.ofarrell@lacity.org, councilmemoer.price@lacity.org, 
councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org, david.ryu@iacity.org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the Los Angeles Zco on behalf of'

Fri, Jun 9, 2017 at 6:38 PM

Vickie Silao

, California
310-375-1503
vickie.silao@gmail.com

Dear los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, ana River Committee Member,

As an area resident ana a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A. City Council motion #17-0453 
that would send Billy the Aslan elephant to a sanctuary

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it s the only nome that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a
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dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards of the Association of Zoos and Aquariums (AZA), as well as those of tne U.S. Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

City of Los Angeles Mail - DISMISS tne Mot on to Send Billy to a Sanctuary

Billy’s quality of care at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctuary. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with tneir caregivers and other elephants Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decades and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary the ties he has with his caregivers and fellow elephant companions would be Droken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

The fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do not nave an 
accrediting organization as stringent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
the nearly 1 8 million people who visit the Zoo annually. The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian elephants, that are on the verge of extinction.

I am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy’s future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely,

Vickie Silao

vickio.sil3o@gmail.com
[Quoted text hidden]
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: LA Carolina Peters <carolina.peters@lacity.org>
6EECS

■:i ■1

Fwd: DISMISS the Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary
1 message

Tue, Jun 13, 2017 at 9:55 AMStaci Roberts <staci.roberts@lacity.org>
To: Carolina Peters <carolina.peters@lacity.org>

--------- Forwarded message----------
From: Elsa Valent-Croci <webmaster@lazoo.org>
Date: Sun Jun 11, 2017 at 6:17 PM
Subject: DISMISS the Motion to Send Billy to a Sanctuary
To: paul.koretz@lacity.org, councilmember.ofarrell@iacity.org, councilmember.price@racity.org, 
councilmernber.blumentield@lacity.org, david.ryu@lacity org 
Cc: Clerk.CPS@lacity.org, Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org

Sent by the L.os Angeles Zoo on behalf of

Elsa Valent-Croci
333 East Hazel St Apt 3
Inglewood, California 90302
3-104032780
elsavcp@yahoo.com

Dear Los Angeles City Council Arts, Parks, and River Committee Member,

As an area resident and a supporter of the Los Angeles Zoo, I urge you to dismiss L.A City Council motion #17-0453 
that woulo send Billy the Asian elephant to a sanctuary.

The Elephants of Asia habitat at the Los Angeles Zoo is Billy’s home. In fact, it’s the only home that he has ever known. 
Billy lives in one of the best and largest elephant habitats in North America and benefits from tremendous resources, a 
dedicated staff, and top-quality health care. Elephants of Asia is the largest habitat at the L.A. Zoo and the space vastly 
exceeds the standards cf the Association of Zoos and Aquanums (AZA), as well as those of the U.S Department of 
Agriculture and the California Department of Fish & Wildlife.

Billy's quality of cam at the L.A. Zoo far surpasses that which he would receive at any sanctua’y. Elephants are highly 
intelligent and sociable animals, and they form deep emotional bonds with their caregivers and other elephants. Billy’s 
caregivers have known him for decados and he receives the best care possible at the L.A. Zoo. If Billy were sent to a 
sanctuary, the ties he has with his caregivers and *ellow elephant companions would be broken. Further, any sanctuary 
would keep Billy separated from other elephants, since he is a bull and would not be allowed to mate.

Tne fact is that sanctuaries are limited in their land and financial resources, no matter their size. They do rot have an 
accrediting organization as strngent as the AZA and they are not focused on or committed to saving animals from 
extinction.

At the L.A. Zoo, Billy is an ambassador for his endangered species. He is an important member of the AZA Asian 
elephant Species Survival Plan (SSP) and his presence at the L.A. Zoo raises awareness about his wild counterparts to 
tne nearly 1.8 million people who visit the Zoo annually The L.A. Zoo does a tremendous amount of conservation work 
and is committed to saving the thousands of species, including wild Asian eiephants, that are on the verge of extinction

l am submitting this letter because I care deeply about Billy's future as well as that of endangered wild Asian elephants. 
It is with this concern that I ask you NOT to approve the motion to send Billy to a sanctuary. Billy deserves the best 
care possible - and wild Asian elephants deserve a future.

Sincerely

Elsa Valent-Croci
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elsavcp@yahoo.com

This e-mail was sent from a contact form on Los Angeles Zoo and Botanical Gardens (http://www.lazoo.org)
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I LA Carolina Peters <carolina.peters@lacity.org>
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Fwd: Re Elephant release
1 message

Eric (Roderico) Villanueva <eric.villanueva@lacity.org> 
To: Carolina Peters <carolina.peters@lacity.org>

Mon, Jun 12, 2017 at 4:44 PM

Eric Villanueva 
Office of the City Clerk 
200 N. Spring St. Rm. 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012
213-978-1075

My LA Click Hera

311 to
Loam More

\*r..

---------Forwarded message----------
From: Rock, Justine (SAPOL) <Justine.Rock@police.sa.gov.au>
Date: Fri, Jun 9, 2017 at 10:30 PM 
Subject: Re Elephant release
To: "paul.koretz@lacity.org" <paul.koretz@lacity.org>, "councilmember.blumenfield@lacity.org" 
<councilmember.biumenfield@lacity.org>, "councilmember.price@lacity.org” <counciimember.price@iacity.org> 
Cc: "eric.villanueva@lacity.org" <eric.villanueva@lacity,org>, "clerk.CPS@lacity.org" <clerk.CPS@!acity,org>, 
"david.ryu@lacity.org" <david.ryu@lacity.org>

The Los Angeles Zoo would like for the public to believe that its redesigned Elephants of Asia Exhibit, opened in 2010, 
is meeting the needs of its current inhabitants. Flowever, while the environment may look pretty to human visitors, the 
scene quickly deteriorates when viewed from the perspective of the captive elephants.

On one side of the enclosure are two female Asian elephants, Tina and Jewel, both former victims of the circus industry 
in their early fifties. On the other side, separated from Tina and Jewel, is Billy, a lone, male Asian elephant. Billy was 
born in 1985 to a wild elephant herd in Malaysia, and was acquired by the Los Angeles Zoo in 1989, where he has since 
lived in isolation. Fie occupies one lonely acre of space where he spends most of his time in a corner swaying and 
bobbing his head for hours on end.

In the wild, elephants live in complex, social communities and cover hundreds, perhaps, thousands of acres with their 
herd foraging for food, socializing, playing, and resting, among other activities. In contrast, the elephants in the Los 
Angeles Zoo have about two acres of usable space surrounded by metal bars and the constant clicking of electric wires. 
In addition, the two acres are divided into smaller enclosures to keep Billy separate from the females, leaving him with 
no mental or social stimulation.

While the Los Angeles Zoo would like the public to believe that male elephants live on their own in the wild, this 
justification for Billy's isolation directly conflicts with current research on wild, male elephants. As infants until about the 
age of 14, males live within their tightly bonded, matriarchal family group. As adults, males live within a social 
community that includes lasting bonds with other male elephants, as well as interaction with females on a regular basis. 
Accordingly, Billy has been and continues to be deprived of companionship, mental stimulation, and social learning 
opportunities. As for the females, they should be living within a closely related herd of 20 - 30 individual elephants of all 
ages and both sexes. In light of the current, prolific research on elephants, the Los Angeles Zoo elephant exh'bit does 
not provide an appropriate environment to meet the most basic needs for space, exercise, socialization, and cognitive 
stimulation required by its residents.

There is no justification for the captivity of this highly complex, intelligent, and social species, especially since research 
shows that elephants experience the same psychological reactions to captivity and isolation as humans. Flow long will 
we stand by and allow these magnificent creatures to be exploited for entertainment and profit? They have spent their 
lives in the service of humans. It is time to say enough.
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Join me in asking the Los Angeles Zoo to finally close its Elephants of Asia exhibit and release Billy, Tina, and 
Jewel to sanctuary, where they can live out the remainder of their lives with some degree of comfort, security, 
and dignity, which is the very least that they deserve.

City of L os Angefes Mail - Fwd. Re F.lepnant release6/13/2017

Regards,

Justine ROCK
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n la ■ - ce ecs
Carolina Peters <carolina peters@lacity.org^

Fwd: Send Billy to Sanctuary and End Captive Breeding at the Los Angeles Zoo
5 messages

Eric (Roderico) Villanueva <eric.villanueva@:acity,org> 
To: Carolina Peters <carolina.peters@lacity.org>

Mon, Jun 12, 2017 at 4:43 PM

Eric Villanueva 
Office of the City Clerk 
200 N. Spting St. Rm. 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012
213-978-1075

MylA Click Hens

311 to
Learn More

---------Forwarded message----------
From Llauren Peralta <takeaction@:dausa.org>
Date: Thu, Jun 8, 2017 at 6:50 PM
Subject' Sena Billy to Sanctuary and End Captive Breeding at the Los Angeles Zoo 
To: Eric Villanueva <Eric.V;llanueva@iacity.org>

Jun 8, 2017

Mr, Eric Villanueva

Dear Mr. Villanueva,

As a Los Angeles constituent and a supporter of California-based in 
Defense of Animals that represents over 250,000 supporters, I urge you 
to support Councilman Koretz's motion to free Billy, the lone bull 
elephant at the Los Angeles Zoo to an accredited GFAS (Globai 
Federation of Animal Sanctuaries) sanctuary as soon as possible. We 
also ask the same for the female elepnants at the exhibit, Tina and 
Jewell.

Billy's plight at tne LA Zoo nas been a focus of In Defense of Animais 
for over 12 years. The inadequate conditions that he is forced to live 
in, despite costly renovations to the Elephants of Asia exhibit, 
continue to negatively impact his well-being.

Through the LA Zoo's breeding program, Billy has oeen forced to endure 
a highly invasive procedure to collect his semen for the purpose of 
artificially inseminating females at other zoos *or breeding. According 
to zoo documents, Billy underwent "training" for the actual 
semen collection process at least 55 times between January 20, 2011 and 
November 14, 20M.

This procedure is inhumane and invasive. While this has been touted as 
a practice of "conservation," the data shows that it is 
nothing of the sod, with elephants in zoos dying in caotivity faster 
than they can reproduce due to the unnaturally high mortality rates of 
elephants in captivity. The only real way conservation for elephants 
can occur's in the wild and a certified elephant sanctuary is the 
closest thing to a natural environment that we can give to Billy
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There is nc science- or conservation-based justification for the LA Zoo 
to keep Billy or ANY of the elephants, including females Tina and Jewel 
- in captivity. The scientifically validated negative effects of 
captivity on elephants are irrefutable and well documented.

City of Los Argoles Mail - Fwa Send Bi'ly to Sarctuary and End Captive Breeding at the Los Ange'es Zoo

Los Angeles must seize this opportunity for leadership on humane animal 
welfare issues and policy. Therefore, we urge you to support the 
relocation of Billy to a GFAS-certified sanctuary to transfer 
elephants Tina and Jewel as well - end all elephant captivity and 
elephant breeding programs at the LA Zoo immediately. +

Sincerely,

Ms. Llauren Peralta 
322 Neva PI
Los Angeles, CA 90042-2707 
(626) 487-7745
bodhineverdisparag@prodigy.net

Eric (Roderico) Villanueva <eric.villanueva@iacity.org> 
To: Carolina Peters <carolina.peters@lacity.org>

Mon, Jun 12, 2017 at 4.44 PM

Eric Villanueva 
Office of the City Clerk 
200 N. Spring St. Rm. 395 
Los Angelos, CA 90012 
213-978-1075

MyLA\t Click Hera

311 to
Loam More

--------- Forwarded message----------
From: Sally Klinke <takeaction@idausa.org>
Date: Fri, Jun 9, 2017 at 1:08 PM
Subject: Send Billy to Sanctuary and End Captive Breeding at the Los Angeles Zoo 
To: Eric Villanueva <Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org>

Jun 9 2017
[Quoted text hidden] 
[Quoted text hidden]
Sincerely,

Ms. Sally Klinke 
1028 Kenbridge Ct 
Sunnyvale, CA 94087-1159
(408) 245-4949 
sallyklinke@aol.com

Eric (Roderico) Villanueva <eric.villanueva@lacity org> 
To: Carolina Peters <carolina.peters@lacity,org>

Mon, Jun 12, 2017 at 4.44 PM

Eric Villanueva
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Office of the City Clerk 
200 N. Spring St. Rm. 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
213-978-1075

My LA“N Click Here

311 to
Leam Mom

(Quoted text hidden]
Miss Rayline Dean 
421 N Alvord St 
Ridgecrest, CA 93555-3622 
(760) 301-5670 
RaylineDean@gmail.com

Eric (Roderico) Villanueva <eric.villanueva@lacity.org> 
To Carolina Peters <carolina peters@lacity.org>

Mon. Jun 12, 2017 at 4:44 PM

Eric Villanueva 
Office of the City Clerk 
200 N. Spring St. Rm. 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
213-978-1075

My LA Click Harem 3ii to
Learn Mom

---------Forwarded message----------
From: Melissa Fink <takeaction@idausa org>
Date: Sat Jun 10, 2017 at 1:08 AM
Subject: Send Billy to Sanctua’y and End Captive Breeding at the Los Angeles Zoo 
To: Eric Villanueva <Eric.Villanueva@!acity.org>

Jun 10, 2017
[Quoted text hidden]
Ms. Melissa Fink 
60 E Laurel Ave Apt C 
Sierra Madre, CA 9-1024-2912
(626) 537-8794 
rnellificent@hotmail.com

Eric (Roderico) Villanueva <eric.villanueva@lacity.org> 
To: Carolina Peters <carolina.peters@lacity.org>

Mon, Jun 12, 2017 at 4:45 PM

Eric Villanueva 
Office of the City Clerk 
200 N. Spring St. Rm. 395 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
213-973-1075
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My LA-3. Click Hare

311 to
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--------- Forwaraed message----------
From: amanda savopoulos <takeaction@idausa.org>
Date: Sun, Jun 11, 2017 at 9:12 AM
Subject: Send Billy to Sanctuary and Ena Captive Breeding at the Los Angeles Zoo 
To: Eric Villanueva <Eric.Villanueva@lacity.org>

Jun 11, 2017
[Quoted text hidden]
Mrs. amanda savopoulos
35 Calle Careyes
San Clemente, CA 92673-6997
(949) 598-3471 
savopoulos@cox.net
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